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The purpose of this project was to influence student reading comprehension by
involving parents in the literacy learning of their children. Researchers of language
learning suggest that if children learn skills and content in their first language, they will
later transfer that knowledge to their second language. To accomplish that end, literature
packets that contain a book in Spanish or English with corresponding activities were
created. The packets will be taken home by students to use with their parents to enhance
reading skills and parent involvement.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Introduction
For decades, educators have been aware of the important role that parents play in
the education of their children, both at school and at home. Educators believe in the
importance of reading, and that reading to children at home creates success in school.
Children who read early and enjoy books are usually the children who have been read to
at home (Morrow, 1993). Their families fostered reading by modeling, providing reading
materials and encouraging reading experiences (Teale, 1978). Many parents know of this
importance but lack the skills, materials, or the invitation to create partnerships between
schools and the home.
Some families read with their children from the time they are born, fostering a
literate environment for their children. Some families do not place a priority on
purchasing literature for the home, and some parents may not read at all. Children who
have not been exposed to books lack the background knowledge about books and content
found in books. Laney (1994) explained: "The home literacy environment, in general,
and the presence of storybook reading rituals, in particular, mediate the child's
experience of and success with literacy instruction in school" (p. 53).
Some families speak a language other than English. If school personnel do not
speak their language, these families may experience communication problems with the
school. Miscommunication, added to a cultural difference in educational values, can
create some misalignments between families and educators. These families may still
value success in school, but that success may be at a different level for the families than
for the schools. The parents may not be able to communicate their values or needs to the
schools (Oliva, 1986). Second language children are the most at-risk for reading
difficulties in English. It is hard to encourage literacy without communication between
schools and the families. Many schools do not have the personnel to translate
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infonnation and may lack multi-language materials to assist reading programs in another
language. Also, there are educators who believe that all students should speak and read
only in English. Such a belief causes difficulty in fostering partnerships between families
and the schools.
Many schools have students whose families speak English as a second language.
These families may not have the opportunities for involvement because of language,
culture, or socioeconomic status. This project was developed based on the fundamental
principle that if students are given the chance to learn concepts such as reading in their
native language, they will understand, and later transfer that knowledge into their second
language (Cummins, 1986). Materials must be created in a language that parents can
understand. It is important for educators to form partnerships with parents so they can
help their children in learning. All families must be included in the home-school
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partnership, especially reluctant parents who may not speak English or read.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to influence student reading acquisition by
involving parents in the literacy learning of their children. If parents are given some
guidance and materials to use in a home reading program, they will be more inclined to
help their children with reading. Epstein (1986) studied teachers' techniques for involving
parents in their children's education. She stated:
Although only some parents can be active at the school building, almost all
parents are involved with their children at home. More than 85% of the parents
spent 15 minutes or more helping their child at home when they were asked to do
so by the teacher. The parents said that they could spend more time ( over 40
minutes on the average) if they were told how to help.(p.10)
This project will be utilized by the Toppenish School District in Toppenish,
Washington. The two dominant languages in the area are English and Spanish. Thirty
2

literacy packets were created for the emergent, early fluent, and fluent reader in b>Tades
Kindergarten through second grade. Fifteen packets were created in English, and fifteen
packets were created in Spanish. Each packet contains an English or a Spanish book
with corresponding take-home activities. They will be stored in the facilitator's
classroom until they are checked out for home use.

Importance of the Project
Parents are the child's first and most important teachers. The members of The
Commission on Reading ( 1985) stated:
The single most important activity for building knowledge required for eventual
success in reading is reading aloud to children. The way in which parents talk to
their children about experience influences what knowledge the children will gain
from the experience and their later ability to draw on the knowledge when
reading. (pp. 22-23)
When parents are given materials for reading to their children and taught how to help
their children build knowledge, they have the ability to become skilled teachers of their
children, which builds the foundation for students' reading success in school.
Most libraries have a limited number of reading materials in Spanish, which
limits the Spanish-speaker's literacy experiences. Tn the last few years, more books and
other resources have been created in or translated into Spanish. These resources need to
be made available to parents. Having quality literature will encourage parents and
children to read simply for enjoyment, which is a factor in determining if reading will
become a lifelong skill (Toomey & Sloane, 1994).

Limitations
Parents can become involved in their children's education through working in the
classroom, special programs, or helping their children with homework. This project is
3

limited to parents helping their children at home. It could be coupled with school-wide
partnerships that would bring families into the school building and create more adultchild interactions. This project is limited to creation of take-home reading packets.
The thirty literacy packets have been created for students at the kindergarten
through second grade reading level and their families.
English and Spanish are the two languages addressed because of the population of
the district, although other cultures are included within the literature content.

Definition ofTerrns
For the purposes of this project, the terms and their definitions are stated below.
Family literacy is a result of the combination of the activities that promote family
interaction in a wide range of reading, writing, and storytelling events.
Activities are the methods of teaching skills which enhance the child's reading
and writing, such as pencil and paper tasks, acting, movement, and music, games and art.
Activities in this project are skillbuilding tools for parents and children to do together.
Spanish-speaking families parents, or children are people who speak Spanish as
their dominant language, and have not yet fully acquired the English language.
Native language learning describes learning that occurs when students are taught
concepts in their native (first) language, and not their second language.
Home/school partnerships occur when the families and schools (teachers,
administrators, etc.) work cooperatively and communicate frequently about the child that
they are teaching and raising.
Early readers are those readers who can read print before first grade or in the first
part of first grade (Laney, 1989).
Literacy environments are home environments that include social contexts in
which children are actively involved with others who model literacy activity. These
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environments contain reading and writing materials in which children are free to select
and the adults around the children reinforce literacy activities (Morrow, 1993).

LE..!: refers to people who are Limited English Proficient, or limited in their use
of the English language.

Overview of the Prqject
Chapter I includes an explanation of the importance of parent involvement in
children's reading acquisition. The importance of and the purpose of the project were
stated. Limitations and definition of terms were also included in this chapter.
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature studied for the project. It contains
sections on family literacy environments, parent involvement, and inclusion of Spanishspeaking families in the schools.
Chapter 3 contains the procedures, development of materials, and system
management for the project. This section provides the criteria for materials selected for
the project.
Chapter 4 describes the project. The project materials are found in Appendix B.
Chapter 5 consists of the conclusions and recommendations for further research.

l
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The review of literature is divided into three main sections. The first section
includes research that supports family literacy environments. Section two consists of
research about parent involvement at home and in schools. In the third section, the
research about native language learning and inclusion of Spanish-speaking families is
reported.

Family Literacv Environments
Print surrounds our environment in the form of letters and words. It can be found
in newspapers and business forms, on pre-packaged food and medicine bottles, and on
television and road signs. Because people in our society interact with print daily, it is
essential to be able to read the information found in the environment. The term "literacy"
can be interpreted in many ways. Some people may determine literacy to mean the
ability to read and understand the words in everyday environment, such as grocery labels,
maps, and signs. Many educators believe that literacy includes both reading and writing,
and that it involves a person's ability to comprehend and produce text. May (1990)
defined emergent literacy as "the process oflearning about language. It is a product of
children's explorations with concepts and conventions about language with which they
are already familiar" (p. 59).
In this paper, literacy includes emergent literacy and school-based literacy, which involve
comprehension and fluency in both reading and writing.
Teale ( 1978) researched environmental factors which were repeatedly associated
with early reading. He explained that the factors are not independent and that they are
only pieces of the child's experiences. Those factors were:

1. An availability and range of printed materials in the environment.
6

2. Reading is "done" in the environment.
3. The environment facilitates contact with paper and pencil.
4. Those in the environment should respond to what the child is trying to do. (pp.
925-929)
Morrow ( 1993) interviewed parents whose children were early readers and found
that they incorporated literacy in their daily activities. There was a variety of print
material in the homes and the language used was positive and interactive with the
children. She could see that parents modeled the enjoyment of reading and writing.
Many children have difficulty when learning to read. Some of these children
struggle because they lack previous literacy experiences at home. Literacy experiences
include activities such as storytelling, reading books together, looking at print in daily
life, and providing materials for writing.
Parents who do not encourage literacy are not identified by socioeconomic status
or race, but by the values and styles they have toward reading. Parents encourage literacy
when they provide literacy experiences to their children and model the use ofliteracy in
daily life. Teale (1978) counted and timed the literacy events that occurred in the homes
of 24 preschool children. He observed that adults in the homes spent roughly ten minutes
per day helping their children with print basics, and spent less than two minutes per day
on "storybook time". For 23 of the children, the storybook reading averaged less than 20
minutes a month, or less than four hours per year. For one child, storybook reading
averaged 26 minutes per day, or 156 hours per year. That is a large difference in
background information and reading experiences among children.
Other authors have explained the significance of reading to children at home.
Adams (1990) studied reading acquisition and reported, "the single most important
activity for building the knowledge and skills eventually required for reading appears to
be reading aloud to children. In this, both the sheer amount of and choice of reading
materials seem to make a difference" (p. 46).
7
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According to Morrow ( 1993) the children whose parents are habitual readers, and
who are read to regularly by family members, are the children who become early readers
and enjoy books.
May ( 1990) identified some benefits that can be achieved by reading to children:

l. Concept development, vocabulary development, and linguistic competence
2. Knowledge of the content, structure, and conventions of written language
3. Academic readiness
4. Word recognition skills
5. Later achievement in reading. (p. 69)
When parents read to their children, the way that they read is just as important as
what they read. Good quality reading behaviors will enhance the literacy learning of the
children. Morrow ( 1993) stated:
Research on home story-book readings has identified a number of interactive
behaviors that affect the quality of read-aloud activities. Those behaviors include
questioning, scaffolding (modeling dialogue and responses), praising, offering
information, directing discussion, sharing personal reactions, and relating
concepts to life experiences. Many parents engage their children in such
interactive behavior rather naturally. (p. 47)
Reading to children is a strong part of a literate environment, but it is not the only
part. Literacy requires more than just reading text. Parents and other family members
contribute to a child's literacy in daily interactions, such as dinner-table conversations or
bedtime stories, which give children opportunities to use narrative and explanatory
speech. Speaking, reading, and writing are all related. Each is a form of communication
and each plays an important role in literacy. Dickenson and Beals (1994) found that
print-rich environments definitely help children in learning how to read, but experience
with purely oral forms of language also help in literacy growth.
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Oral interactions at home and school preclude and enhance children's literacy
development. When parents engage in literacy activities such as reading or talking in the
car, the way they talk to children will help determine the quality of language learning.
Asking and answering questions of children, commenting on the children's actions, and
pointing out print in the environment are all ways in which parents can enhance language
learning.
Bergin, Laney, and Draper ( 1994) studied variation in parent-child interaction
during joint storybook reading, and the specific interaction patterns associated with
children's reading fluency and affect. They found that although parents are wellmeaning, not all parents are effective coaches for their children. Some parents need
assistance in creating effective literacy environments in their homes.
Morrow (1993) pointed out that much of the data from the studies on family
involvement and literacy were correlational.

It is difficult to draw conclusions about cause and effect. There are children
from homes that display all of the characteristics described who are not early
readers and writers and have difficulty learning to read and write. There are early
readers and writers from environments lacking the characteristics that affect
successful literacy development. But it has been demonstrated that
environmental factors do play a strong role in fostering literacy. A rich literacy
environment at home gives children a better chance to learn to read and write
easily and to enjoy reading and writing as well. (p. 56)

Parent Involvement
Parent involvement in educational settings can take a variety of forms. Epstein
(1986) described five types of parent involvement:
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1. Basic obligations of parents for providing food, shelter, clothing, health, and
safety. Once children are in school, parents provide space and time for school
work at home.
2. School to home communications: notes, conferences, phone calls.
3. Parent involvement at school.

4. Parent involvement in learning activities at home.
5. Parent involvement in governance and advocacy: PTA/PTO, advocacy groups.
(pp. 7-11)
Epstein (1986) did not report that one method was more beneficial than another, rather
she focused on the variety of ways to involve parents in their children's education. She
explained that most parents believe that involvement is important, but only a few can
assist at the school because of work schedules. From her survey, Epstein found that over
85% of parents spent 15 minutes or more helping their children at home when asked to
do so by the teacher. The parents also said that they could do more if they were told how
to help or what skills to work on.
Epstein (1986) studied test scores to see whether students whose teachers
emphasized parent involvement gained more in reading and math achievement than did
students in other teachers' classrooms. Epstein found that students whose teachers used
parent involvement frequently made greater gains in reading achievement than did other
students.
Students whose parents worked with them on activities at home achieved better
than those students whose parents had little or no involvement in their school work or
activities. Most parents want to become involved in their children's education, but many
cannot come into the schools because of work schedules. When teachers made requests
for parents to help their children at home, most parents were able to spend a few minutes
a night working with their children. Sending work with instructions home to parents may
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be one of the most successful ways to promote parent involvement and student
achievement.
Many parent education programs have been effective in promoting both parent
involvement and children's literacy gains. The Parents as Teachers (PAT) project uses
home visits, group meetings, and periodic screening to promote emergent literacy and
help parents understand child development. Since 1981, these services have effectively
worked toward meeting the project's goal of having children reach age three without
undetected developmental delay or handicapping conditions. The PAT method utilizes
in-home storybook reading, and the project coordinators felt that this was a "particularly
powerful" way of building literacy (Machado, 1995).
Some schools that have been successful in promoting parent involvement have
shared their ideas. Flood and Lapp (1995) described some of the ways parents were
involved at Gardner School, a large, urban U.S. school. Parents were involved as
teachers or resource people in the classroom, as well as instructing their children at
home. Some of their home activities were making collections, sharing mail and books,
sharing journals, and sharing family histories and memories.
A program designed to promote family involvement and increase adult literacy is
the Healdsburg/Windsor Even Start project in Healdsburg, California. Specifically, this
program was designed for low-income Mexican immigrants with preschool and
elementary school children. ESL (English as a Second Language) classes are offered for
parents, and home visits are incorporated. Activity kits are sent home with books, tapes,
and writing and play materials. Families then create their own books and tapes, which
are then copied and distributed throughout the local elementary school. Formal
evaluation from Even Start has not been made available. However the parents have
become significantly more involved in school activities. Teachers offered anecdotal
evidence of improved academic performance of adult students also. (McColl um &
Russo, 1993). When parents become more involved in the schools, their learning and
11

interest can create a domino effect on their children. Children will tend to increase
involvement in their own learning and likewise an increase in achievement.

Inclusion of Spanish-Speaking Families
Washington's schools consist of a large number of students whose family's native
language is not English. The Washington State Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction (OSPI) in 1993 listed some characteristics of the state Limited English
Proficient (LEP) student enrollment. In Washington public schools, the LEP student
enrollment has doubled in the past seven years and now comprises about 4 percent of the
total K-12 enrollment. In 1992, there were 897,000 LEP students in Washington State.
Yakima County, in which Toppenish is located, ranks second in highest enrollment of
LEP students in the state. Spanish is the dominant minority language in this area. These
families may not have the opportunities to become involved with the school because of
language and cultural differences, although they may feel that success in school is very
important for their children. In creating partnerships with parents, factors such as
language, culture, economic status, and literacy in the home must be considered for the
program to be successful. The Spanish language is the dominant second language in the
community where this project will be used, therefore Spanish language will be the focus
of this section.
When schools and families work as partners, they promote success for their
students. This is especially important for those students thought to be at-risk, such as
Hispanic students. When appropriate connections are made and everyone can
communicate, students will be successful. This belief is founded on a principle
described by Cummins (1986). "Students cannot learn in a language that they do not
understand; thus, a home-school language switch will almost inevitably result in
academic retardation, unless initial content is taught through the student's first language
while students are acquiring English" (p. 36).
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Cummins ( 1986) found that if minority students are deficient in English, they do
not need as much exposure to English as possible. He reported data from other studies to
explain that students having fess English instruction (and more instruction in their native
language) can gain more in their English academic skills development. Several bilingual
programs have been reviewed in Canada and California that show dramatic gains in
students' academic performance in English. He states that these data strongly suggest
that first and second language academic skills are interdependent. Cummins further
explains:
Although the surface aspects (e.g. pronunciation, fluency, etc.) of different
languages are clearly separate, there is an underlying cognitive/academic
proficiency which is common across languages. This "common underlying
proficiency" makes possible the transfer of cognitive/academic or literacy-related
skills across languages. Transfer is much more likely to occur from minority to
majority language because of the greater exposure to literacy in the majority
language outside of school and the strong social pressure to learn it. (p. 44)
Because skills are transferred between languages, reading can be taught in a child's first
language. Children would be more knowledgeable and have more success if they were
familiar with the language. Cummins (1986) reported on a review of bilingual education
policy carried out by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
(ACSD) in 1987. The Association concluded:
Having a strong foundation in the native language makes learning a second
language both easier and faster. Moreover, there is a general agreement that
knowledge transfers readily from one language to another, so that students do not
have to relearn in a second language what they have already learned in a first. In
fact, it is clear that the ability to transfer to English what is learned in the native
language applies not only to content-area subjects like science and math, but also
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to skills in reading and writing - even when the orthographic system is quite
different from the Roman alphabet. (p. 45)

If critical background knowledge is presented to young children in their native language,
they will be more successful in reading and writing.
Cummins (1986) researched many studies of bilingual programs and found that
the bilingual programs that specifically tried to develop full bilingualism in Hispanic
students and which tried to involve the Hispanic parents in their children's education
were the programs in which students made dramatic academic gains. These bilingual
programs were successful in reversing the pattern of minority students' academic failure.
When children are involved in bilingual programs, the materials sent home are
usually written in both languages. This is of great importance in creating partnerships
between families and schools. Schools cannot ask parents to be involved if they cannot
communicate effectively. Spanish-speaking parents would have a difficult time helping
their children if they had to use English materials and directions that they could not
understand. Mutual understandings between schools and families should be attained.
This responsibility was stated by Epstein (1986):

It is not only the responsibility of the parents to help their children succeed in
school, but also the responsibility of the school to make the appropriate
connections with LEP (Limited English Proficient) parents. These connections
should help parents understand the schools' practices and their children's
opportunities, and should help the schools understand the families' cultures,
strengths, and goals. (p.12)
Cultural differences are important to be aware of when creating family partnerships.
Many families may have literacy environments within the home, but they may be
different from school environments. Oliva (1986) has researched the cultural and
literacy differences of Spanish-speaking families.
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Hispanic illiterates show a cultural trait which particularly handicaps them. Most
ill iterate Hispanics - even those who are American citizens such as Puerto Ricans
- originate from countries and cultures where education and instruction are
viewed as functions of the educational institutions which are uniformly,
centrally and hierarchically operated by professionals without democratically
fostered parental participation. Education is viewed as something belonging to
teachers who know best and who must be respected. (p. 80)
When educators look into creating partnerships with families, the cultural and
literacy differences must be addressed. If possible, educators should try to communicate
with families in their native language, although limitations will exist in large
communities with many cultures. In fact, Washington State law requires schools to
provide information that parents can understand. Linda Parrish ( 1996), reported that
school districts in Washington are working on creating documents in other languages.
Seattle School District sent home elementary-school report cards in various languages for
the one-quarter of it's students who are not native-English speakers. Toppenish School
District produced a Spanish version of the school calendar for 1995-96 school year for it's
Spanish-speaking families, which make up 70% of the school population.

Summary
Literacy environments consist of parents and children interacting in oral, written,
and reading activities on a daily basis. These environments enhance the opportunities for
children to be literate individuals. It is the responsibility of the parents and the school to
form partnerships for the children. The purposes of these partnerships are to facilitate
communication, gain awareness of cultural differences between schools and home
environments, and create literate home environments.
When parents are becoming involved in school functions, language differences
must be considered. It is crucial that parents understand concepts and content for quality
15

parent involvement to occur. Parent involvement will help student's achievement and
parent attitudes toward the educational system.
Yakima County has the second largest enrollment ofLEP students in public
schools in the state. Communication and teaching materials in Spanish and English are
very important in this area. Materials in Spanish are recommended on the basis that
students will learn better if content is first taught in their native language, in this case,
Spanish.
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CHAPTER3
PROCEDURES

Chapter three includes the development of the project and management of the
project. The project consists of Spanish and English take-home reading packets for
students at the kindergarten to second grade level. The packets contain books with
corresponding language, art, music or movement activities. The books and activities
were chosen to influence students' reading acquisition through parent involvement in
their children's learning.

Development of Materials
Thirty literacy packets were created. Fifteen packets contained English books and
activities, and the other fifteen packets contained Spanish books and activities. Criteria
were set for the selection of literature. The first criterion was children's interest. If
children do not enjoy what they read, they will not read spontaneously or want to
continue reading (Toomey & Sloane, 1994 ). Because this criterion is subjective, books
were chosen from teacher or librarian recommendations or experience. If previous
classes enjoyed the book and children asked to hear the story again, it met this criterion.
Children's interest could also be measured by Children's Choice Award books. The
award-winning books are determined by I 0,000 school children in the United States.
They read and vote for the newly published books that they like best. The Children's
Choice books range from preschool to high school age level, so text and content were
considered in selection for this project.
The second criterion was the reading level of the books. Many books could have
been chosen for favorites, but the reading level needed to be appropriate for children to
practice skills. Some books were chosen that were appropriate for parents to read to
children, and the activities would enhance the children's skills. Length of text,
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vocabulary, and content were all factors in choosing reading level. Some books have the
reading level printed on the back cover. Those books without printed reading levels were
cross-referenced with the school librarian, who determined the reading level.
The third criterion for choosing a piece ofliterature was the usefulness of text.
This was based on repetitive phrases, predicting features, rhyme, familiar folkstories, or
content in the book. The Toppenish School District Student Learning Objectives (see
Appendix A) include concepts such as time, numbers, money, or identifying setting and
characters in a story. If a book contained one of these concepts in the storyline, it may
have been chosen for its usefulness.
It is difficult to foster reading enjoyment if the materials available are limited and
oflow quality. Many families in low socioeconomic areas do not have access to
inexpensive, quality books. Toomey and Sloane (1994) implemented a literacy program
and found that there is a clear need for a system of delivering books to the home. Of the
families in their study, only four of 66 families used the library. They studied locations
to purchase books and found that the quality of books to buy in supermarkets differ from
those found in bookstores. Families that live in low socioeconomic areas have limited
access to bookstores, which suggests a greater need to provide quality literature for those
families.
Many families in the Toppenish School District are socioeconomically
disadvantaged, and do not have these materials in the home and would not be able to
facilitate this process unless these supplies were provided for them in the packet. They
cannot afford to purchase needed materials to complete activities. Supplies needed for
most activities were provided in the packets. They will be replaced as needed at the
expense of the facilitator of the project.
The activities were created or selected to enhance early reading, writing, and
language skills. The Toppenish School District Student Learning Objectives in reading
and language were used as a guide in creating activities. Each packet contains at least
18

one activity specific to a Student Leaming Objective (SLO). A sample of the Reading
SLOs are stated below:
009 Answer specific questions about a story read orally to the student. (Reading:
Comprehension.
107 Identify setting, characters, problem, and solutions in a story read orally by
the teacher. (Reading: Literature)
206 Decode words (long vowel, vowel and consonant digraphs, consonant
clusters. (Reading: Decoding)
The first number refers to the grade level. A "000" level signifies a Kindergarten SLO,
"100" level is a first grade SLO, and a "200" level is a second grade SLO. The complete
list of SLOs can be found in Appendix A.

System Management
Once the books were selected and the activities chosen, the system management
was set up. A check-out system in the author's classroom will be open to families and
students to check out packets for home use.
The books and activities will be stored in 10" xl2" plastic bags with built in
hangers. The packets will hang on a rod, the way that clothes are hung up. This will
allow for viewing of the cover and materials, either for the person to check out or for the
teacher to refill needed materials. The entire packet is taken home, with instructions on
each bag to return all materials, including the bag. The limitation of some items not
being returned is understood by the author.
Although students are at different stages of reading development, they still know
what books are of interest to them. Any reading packet may be checked out that is of
interest to the child. One of the essential components in reading is the enjoyment of the
book, and children will participate if they are interested in the literature.
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Summary
The procedures for planning and implementing a system for take-home reading
materials in English and Spanish include criteria for selection ofliterature, criteria for
selection or creation of corresponding activities, and management of the system. The
packets are aimed toward students at the kindergarten to second grade level and their
families.

Book lists and corresponding activities that would increase family literacy

were put together for use with a check-out library system in a classroom environment.
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CHAPTER4
THE PROJECT

The take-home reading packets were created to enable parents in helping their
children with reading. Having access to quality reading materials and activities could
help parents to become more involved in their child's reading. The packets will be
available to families on a check-out system to go home at night and be returned within
the week. Because of the high population of Spanish-dominant speakers in the
community, half of the packets contain Spanish books with corresponding activities. The
other half are in English.
The books and corresponding activities in this project were chosen for use by the
emergent to fluent reader from age five to age eight. Books were selected from award
lists, school district adopted curriculum, and from teacher preference from experiences
with books. All books were chosen with reading level and interest in mind. Special
thought was taken to locate books with repetitive phrases, rhyme, prediction qualities,
and children's interest (known from previous experience).
Appendix B contains the book titles, summaries, and corresponding activities.
The activities could-be in the form of a worksheet or directions to a project. If the
acllvity was to create something from items in the home, the directions would explain
what items were needed and how to proceed with the activity. Any worksheets will be
found directly following the corresponding parent directions.
The books used in the project will be listed in alphabetical order and by language.
All of the English books will be listed together, as will all of the Spanish books.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter five consists of the conclusion of the project and the recommendations
for further study or extensions of the project.

Conclusion
Because educators know of the importance of parents reading to their children at
home, it follows that parents need to be informed of their critical role of spending some
time reading to and with their children from early childhood. Other essential elements in
the home literacy environment include providing quality reading and writing materials
for children, modeling the use of print, showing children print in their environment, and
fostering language experiences with children. If parents are informed of their important
role, they may be more inclined to spend time with their children in literacy activities.
Parent involvement can occur through working in the classroom, involvement in
parent associations, learning activities at home, or simply communicating through notes,
conferences, or phone calls. Researchers have found that many parents cannot become
involved at the school because of work schedules, but most would work on activities
with their children at home if given instruction on what to do. Researchers have also
shown improvement in student achievement when parents were involved in their
children's education.
To foster parent involvement in education, it becomes necessary to communicate
effectively with all parents in their dominant language. In the Yakima Valley, Spanish is
very much the dominant second language to English. Many families speak only Spanish
in their homes, and many schools are limited in Spanish-speaking personnel. If parents
cannot understand, they will be less likely to put effort into working as partners with
teachers.
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When providing a program for children's literacy and parent involvement,
materials must be provided in the dominant language of the child and the parents. This
follows the principle that people will learn concepts better if taught in their dominant
language, and later that knowledge will be transferred to their second language. If a
person is trying to learn English, it follows that one could only learn concepts and words
in English if they know what the words or concepts are in their own native language.
Researchers have found that students who have a strong foundation of concepts in their
native language learn a second language easier and faster. Bilingual programs that
worked to promote full bilingualism in their students have shown dramatic gains in
students' academic performance. Having reading programs in the students dominant
language will create higher success in student reading skills.
In Toppenish, Washington, many students are learning how to read in Spanish,
their dominant language. Materials created for home use must be created in English and
Spanish to correlate with their reading program at school. The take-home reading
packets created in this project consist of books in English or Spanish with correlating
activities and instructions in that language. Parents will be able to understand and work
with their children on reading activities at home. This will promote parent involvement
and student literacy.

Recommendations
After researching and completing this project, I have recommended some areas
for further study or some possible extensions of this project.
1. These reading packets are only a start of a potential library of resources for
parents and students at one of the elementary schools in Toppenish. More books could
be integrated into the project to add variety and quantity of packets to choose from.
2. For effective parent involvement, parent workshops should be scheduled on
the use of packets as well as teaching of reading and writing strategies, effective use of
23

interactions between parents and children (such as in responding, questioning, and
correcting when working with children), and other parent involvement issues.
3. The aspect of parent involvement in the classroom should be addressed. This
could be a very effective way to model parenting and teaching skills to parents.
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APPENDIX A

TQP.Penish School District Student I ,earning Objectives in Reading and Language Arts
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Second Grade

G1:·•~.ADE
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1<.INDERG.A.RTEN
Head the sound of tho following

005

printed letters: a, m, s, r, d, f
t, n, c, h. (Reading: Decoding).

Name nine colors: red, blue,
yellow, orange, green,

006

z

.:r,i

106

purple, black, brown, white.

Reading: Decoding)
Hatch sounds with letters.
Reading: Decoding}
sequence a three part story by
assembling pictures in
order.
(Reading: Comprehension)

H

0

207
105

007
008

~

107

108

~nswer specific questions abOut a
story re~d orally
to the student.
(Reading:

009

Head primer level eentences nnd
match each to an appropriate
picture. (Reading: Comprehension)
Read a primer level story silently
and answer oral questions.
(Reading: comprehension)
Identify setting, characters,
problem, and solutions in a story
read orally by the teacher.
(Reading: Literature)
Use context clues to complete
Cloze sentences. (primer level.
vocabulary)
(Reading: Vocabulary)

101
IU'J

{IIL•<>nl1l11•.1
111r,w1Hnl)
1.ltiLt:1111:i Lo nm1 rol lowl:i u1 nl

102

{)

CJ!/ J

,(

::i
{)

00)
004

z

010

1-1

011

.:

Write first name using D'Nealian
form.
:ilnla

rwrittnq: Grnmmnr/UBaQe)
fl11:il

n11•l

210
211

212
213

215

Write first and last name on a
line using D 1 Nealian form
(Writing: Gra?nl!lar/Usage)
Write a simply story. (Writing:
Process.
spenk in complntA RnntAnrnR.

101

001

209

214

Comprehension)

r,i

208

ln,:,1

111,rn<>.

(:.iµdnk.1114:

l"lll tunl)

State age.

(Speaking:

directions.
Formal)

Formal)

Recite a nursery rhyme.
(Speaking: Formal)
Listen to a story attentively.
(Listening Informal)
Carry out a two step oral
direction.
(Listening: Formal)

104

216
217

nml bn nhl<> tP 11FI"' t·h<>m In n
tso11l <>llt""'•
\ Hon,l\11,,11
V,,,,nl,11ln1 y

(Listening:

Read words with a eve pattern and
match each word to an appropriate
picture. (Reading: Decoding):

201
202

20)
204

FIRST
100.

GRADE

Identify the number o! objects in

205

Identify ordinal numerals first
through fi!th.
Understand the concepts of
addition and subtraction
Add one digit numbers with sums
less than 10.
subtract one digit numbers from

218

a set of 7 to 10.

101.

MATH

12.
)

.

4.

:r:

5.
6.

E<

7.

~

8.

.:

Identify a circle, square,
rectangle and triangle.
Name a circle, square, rectangle,
and triangle.
Draw a circle, square, rectangle,
and triangle.
count from l to 10.
Identify the numerals Oto 10.
Write the numerals Oto 10 in order.
Dcmonstrota tha concopt: short/tall
long/short, more/less, rirst/last,
big/little.
Identify the number of objects in a
set of Oto 6.

102.
103.
104

10.
105

106.
107.
108 .
109.

Count orally by S's and !O's to
100.
Identify numerals form 10 to 50.
Identify and know value of penny,
n.lckel and dime.
'l'ell time to the nearest hour.
Write the numerals for a given
number of tens and ones.

I

Proofread sentences for beginning
capitals and end punctuation
(Writing: Grammar/Usage)
Write in D'Nealian manuscript
using correct size, spacing,
slant and form.
(Writing:
Grammar/Usage)
Identify a contraction in a given
sentence. (Writing: Grammar/Usage)
Write a story with a beginning,
middle, and end. (Writing:
Process)
Participate in a short play.
(Speaking: Formal)
Listen to a simple story and give
the main idea.
(Listening: Formal)

2·01.

KOoW sums and differences up to

202.

Count and write numerals - by l's
from 50 to 1000.
Compare two digit numbers using
symbols, <and>.
count and write numerals less
than 100 by 2's, S's, and !O's.
nrnw n I i no ror q I. von l unqth to
the nearest centimeter.
Use coins to make values up to
$1.00

18.

203.
204.
7.05.

206.
207.
208.

Directions: Circle each SLO that
the child has mastered. You may
make comments if you like.

Decode words (long vowel, vowel
and consonant digraphs, consonant
clusters.
(Reading: Decoding)
Infer why something yes.
(Rend.lnq: Compt"ehension)
Predict what would happen if the
situation changed.
(Reading: Comprehension)
Recall specific details of a
story. (Reading:
Comprehension)
Recognize and give comparison.
(Reading: comprehension)
Distinguish between reality and
fantasy.
(Reading: Comprehension)
Sequence three events from a
story.
(Reading: Comprehension)
Name the main characters from a
story.
(Reading: Comprehension)
Predict the outcome of a story.
(Reading: Comprehension)
Identify the main idea in a
paragraph. (Reading:
comprehension)
Categorize people, places, and
things. (Reading:
Comprehension)
Recoqnize second-qrade siqht words

209.

Tell time to the nearest hour and
half hour.
Add two-digit numbers to two
digit numbers with regrouping
Subtract two diqit numbers from
two digit numbers with regrouping

APPENDIXB
Book Titles and Corresponding Activities

ENGLISH BOOKS
A Tree is Nice

by Janice May Udry

Brovm Bear Brown Bear What Do You See?

by Eric Carle

Chicken Sunday

by Patricia Polacco

Going On a Bear Hunt

by Michael Rosen

Grandfather's Journey

by Allen Say

Harvey Potter's Balloon Farm

by Mark Buehner

Here Are My Hands

by John Archambault

Jumanji

by Chris Van Allsburg

Rosie's Walk

by Pat Hutchins

The Mixed-Up Chameleon

by Eric Carle

The Very Hungry Caterpi)lar

by Eric Carle

The Rainbow Fish

by Marcus Pfister

Uncle Bunc}e's House

by Joy Cowley

What is a Ruggles?

by Joy Cowley

Where the Wild Things Are

by Maurice Sendak

SPANISH BOOKS
Antartida

by Helen Cowcher

De Ouien es Este Sombrero'7

by Cecilia Avalos

EI Arco Iris de Pez

by Marcus Pfister

El Dia de Miranda Para Baiiar

by Jackie Jasina Schaefer

La Casa de Tio Totio

by Joy Cowley

La Cucaracha Correlona

by Cecilia Avalos

La Tortilleria

by Gary Paulsen

Me Gustan

by Cecilia Avalos

Mi Casa

by Cecilia Avalos

Pinatas Pinatas

by Cecilia Avalos

Redonda y Redondo

by Cecilia Avalos

La Oruga Muy Hambrienta

by Eric Carle

Un Arbo] es Hermoso

by Janice May Udry

Vamos a Cawr un Oso

by Michael Rosen

Yo Puedo Hacerlo Tambien

by Cecilia Avalos

A TREE IS NICE
by Janice May Udry
Packet includes:
book
paper
watercolors
pencil

A1aterials needed:
cup or glass
water

Activity One: Watercolor tree pictures

1. Read the story with your child. Look back at the pictures of the different trees. Talk
about the seasons of the year and what the tree looks like in the spring, summer, winter,
and fall.
2. Give your child the watercolors, paper, and pencil from the packet. Get a cup or glass
and fill it half full with water.
3. Let your child watercolor his/her own picture with trees and other things. He/she may
want to draw a picture first with a pencil - this is optional. Remind your child that when
using watercolors, he/she needs to dip the brush in the water, catch the drips on the side
of the glass, and then put the brush in the color. Each time he/she changes color, the
brush must be rinsed in the water cup.
4. Because the watercolors will be used by many children, please limit the picturemaking to three pictures. Also remember to clean up the watercolor box before
putting it back in the packet. This will keep it nice for the next student.

5. The pictures could be hung up at home or brought to school to share first, and then
taken home.

BROWN BEAR, BROWN BEAR, WHAT DO YOU SEE9
by Eric Carle

Packet includes:
book
pencil
paper
crayons

Materials needed:
animal books (optional)

Activity One: Making your own brown bear books:
1. Read the story together. Help your child think of some other animals that he/she
knows. Animal books may be used to help them think of possible animals, and a list
should be made to help you both remember.
2. Locate papers in packet. Fold three or four together to make a book. Have your child
draw pictures of animals on each page, with him or herself on the last page.
3. With your child, dictate your own ''Brown Bear" story by looking at the pictures your
child has drawn. For example, if your child drew a pink elephant, it would say, "Pink
elephant, pink elephant, what do you see? I see a
looking at me." The animal
on the next page would go on the blank line. On the last page, write the child's name in
the blank. Then he/she can re-read the book saying what is seen. Remember to write
your child's name on the front as the author!
4. Your child could bring the book to school to share.
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CHICKEN SUNDAY
by Patricia Polacco

Packet includes:
book
pencil
crayons
tagboard egg patterns
Activity one: Drawing egg designs
I. Read the story with your child. Find the pencil, paper, and egg patterns in the packet.
Look at the "Pysanky" eggs in the book. Talk about other types of designs that you could
create on eggs.
2. Help your child trace the tagboard egg pattern onto paper. You and your child can
draw designs and color the eggs. The papers could be put together to make a book, or
they could be displayed like artwork. They could also be brought to school to share.

GOING ON A BEAR HUNT
by Michael Rosen

Packet includes:
book
paper
pencil
Activity One: Adding more to the story
1. Read the story with your child. If your child knows the hand movements that go with
the sounds and actions in the story, have him/her teach you the movements. If not,
together you could create your own actions to the story.
2. Ask your child what other things you could go through on your way to the cave.
Together you can think of things such as a tornado, a frozen lake to skate over, a huge log
to climb over, etc. Create movements to go with them, such as spinning a circle for the
tornado, pretending to skate, etc.
3. Or... you could make up your own hunt for another animal, such as a whale, rabbit,
monster, etc. You could create the words and movements. Have your child learn it to
share with the class. Or, you could call the teacher to set up a time to come in and teach
it to our class. Your child would love to have you come and be the teacher!

GRANDFATHER'S JOURNEY
by Allen Say
Packet contains:
book
pencil
paper
Activity one: Sharingfamilv memories

1. Read the story with your child. Talk with your child about having friends or family in
other cities, states, or even countries. If you have ever moved to a new home with your
child, talk about the feelings you both had about leaving old friends and making new
friends. The man in the book was always missing the friends that he was not with at the
time.
2. A pencil and paper is provided in the packet. If your child wants to do so, he/she
could draw a picture of the old home that you moved from and the new home that you
currently live in. He/she could also draw pictures of friends in both areas that you have
lived in.
3. These pictures would be a great way for your child to share about him/herself at
school.

HARVEY POTTER'S BALLOON FARM
by Mark Buehner
Packet contains:
book
pencil
paper
watercolors

Materials needed:
cup with water
paper towels (optional)

Activity one: Designing balloon shapes
1. Read the story with your child. Look back at the different types of balloons there
were in the pictures. Ask your child, "If you could pick any kind of balloon, what kind
would you want?" Allow your child to find one in the book, and then talk about what
other shapes the balloons could be in. For example, giraffe balloons, flower balloons,
rainbow balloons, crayon balloons, ice cream balloons, etc.

2. Find the paper and pencil in the packet. Have your child draw one or more balloon
shapes that he/she would want. When done drawing, find the watercolors in the packet.
3. Let your child use watercolors to add color to their picture. Remind your child that
when using watercolors, he/she needs to dip the brush in the water, catch the drips on the
side of the glass, and then put the brush in the color. Each time he/she changes color, the
brush must be rinsed in the water cup.
4. Because the watercolors will be used by many children, please limit the picturemaking to three pictures. Also remember to cleau up the watercolor box before
putting it back in the packet. This will keep it nice for the next studeut.

5. The pictures could be displayed at home or brought to school to share.

HERE ARE MY HANDS
by John Archambault
Packet includes:
book
pencil
matching paper
Activity one: Matching words with pictures paper

1. Read the story with your child. Go back through the book and see if your child can
find the words that tell about the body part in the picture. For example, on the page
"Here are my hands for catching and throwing", see if he/she can find the word "hands".
2. Find the paper and pencil in the packet. Help your child read the sentences on the
paper by looking at the sounds in the words. He/she could also match the sentences on
the worksheet to the page in the book, and then find the picture to go with it. After
reading the sentence, have your child draw a line to the picture that it matches.
3. The paper could be brought to school to share with the teacher.
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

JUMANJI
by Chris Van Allsburg

Packet includes:
book
pencil
crayons
story cube papers
glue stick
Activity one: Making story cubes
1. Read the story with your child. You will be making a story cube that tells about the
following items: the title of the book, author, setting, problem, solution, and characters.
2. Find the story cube papers and the pencil in the packet. Do not cut or fold paper yet!
In one square, have your child write the title of the book. This is meant to be creative, so
it can be designed any way he/she wants.
3. In another square, have your child write the author's name.
4. Talk about the characters in the story. Who were the people in most of the story? In
another square, have your child write "Characters" and "Judy and Peter".
5. Ask your child what Judy and Peter's problem was in the story. The main problem
was that they had wild animals in their house. The problem can be drawn as a picture, or
it can be written if your child wants to write it. Have the word "problem" written in this
square.
6. The next square will be the solution. Ask your child what Judy and Peter did to solve
their problem. They may say something like, "They finished the game and got rid of it."
or "They hurried through the game." Have your child write or draw the solution (they
could draw Peter and Judy running back to the park with the game) in another square
labeled "Solution".
7. When all the squares are completed, have your child color them. Next find the scissors
in the packet and have your child cut around the entire cube. Fold the paper on the lines
to form a cube, and fold the tabs in so they are ready to be glued. (See example). Using
the glue stick, glue the tabs to the inside sides of the cube. When done, your child will
have a story cube that tells all the components of the story.
9. The cube can be displayed at home or brought to school to share.
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ROSIE'S WALK

(
by Pat Hutchins
Packet includes:
book
little books and puppets
pencil
scissors
crayons
Activity One: Making puppet hooks
1. Read the story with your child. Talk about the words "across", "over", "under",
around", 11 past'1, and 11 through".
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2. Have your child follow your directions. You tell your child to jump over the book,
crawl under the table, etc. Use things in your house to show what those words mean.
3. Find the little books and papers to make a cut-out hen and fox. Have your child draw
the pictures for the pages. Read the page together to find out what to draw, for example:
"through the fence". Remember to write your child's name as the illustrator of the book.
4. Color and cut out the hen and fox. Then you can tell the story together. One of you
can be the fox, and one can be Rosie the hen. Have them go "around", "under", "past",
etc.
5. The little book can be brought to school to share.

Rosie's Walk
Written by Pat Hutchins

Illustrated by _ _ _ _ __

and got back

Rosie the hen went for a
walk

through the fence

around the pond

THE MIXED -UP CHAMELEON
by Eric Carle

Packet includes:
book
pencil
paper
crayons
Activity one: Three-fold creatures
1. Read the story with your child. Look at how silly the chameleon looked when he was
all mixed-up with other animal parts.
2. Find the paper and pencil in the packet. This activity takes two or three people. Fold
the paper in thirds, and open it up so there are three sections of paper. Each person is
going to draw a part of an animal, without telling the other person what animal they are
drawing. The first person to draw will find an end section, and draw either the head or
the tail of an animal (only one part). Then that person folds the paper and gives it to the
next person so that the drawn part cannot be seen. The next person is responsible for
drawing either the body of an animal or one of the ends. Then it will be passed to the
next person for the last part of the body, without letting him/her see the drawn parts.
When opened, the creature will have a head, a body, and a tail, all of different animals.
* Tip: When done drawing each part, make the line connect to the other section about
1/4" so that when the next person draws, he/she will know where to connect that body
part.
3. Your child can color the creature when done. More creatures can be made too! This
could be brought to school to be shared.

THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR
by Eric Carle

Packet includes:
book
pencil
small paper books
colored pencils
caterpillar paper
scissors
Activity one: Making caterpillar hooks
I. Read the story with your child. Go back through the story and look at the things that
the caterpillar eats. Ask your child what else the caterpillar might eat.
2. Find the paper books and pencil in the packet. Have your child draw their own foods
on the pages. Look at the bottom of the page to find out how many things the caterpillar
will be eating, for example, "On Wednesday, he ate through 3
. " Have your
child color the pictures.
3. Find the caterpillar papers in the packet. Have your child color and cut out one
caterpillar. When reading the book, he/she can move the caterpillar over the pictures. If
you want to be really clever, you could try to cut a hole through the pictures in the book
for the caterpillar to go through. Remember to write your child's name as the author of
the book!
4. The book can be kept at home or brought to school for sharing.

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

he was a beautiful butterfly!

By~~~~-

On Saturday, he ate through
one
, one~~~one
, one~~~-

On Wednesday, he ate through
three
. But he was still
hungry.

The next day was Sunday again.
The caterpillar ate through a nice
green leaf and felt much better.
He was a big caterpillar!

On Monday, he ate through one
_ _ _ _ . But he was still
hungry.

RAINBOW FISH

by Marcus Pfister

Packet includes:
book
rainbow fish folder game
playing pieces
game cards
Activity One: Rainbow fish game
1. Read story to your child. Locate the gameboard, playing pieces, and cards in the
packet. Pick game pieces and place playing cards face down.
2. The object of the game is to make it to the rainbow fish first. The cards have addition
or subtraction problems on them. The answer to the problem tells each player how many
spaces to go.
3. The first person picks a card. He/she must figure out the answer and move that many
spaces. Your child may need help figuring out the answer. Then it's the next player's
turn. Keep playing until someone reaches the rainbow fish.

** An alternate way of playing is to move forward on addition problems and
move backward on subtraction problems. This could make the game longer.
4. Please remember to put all playing pieces in packet for the next person to use.

UNCLE BUNCLE'S HOUSE
by Joy Cowley
Packet includes:
book
pencil
little books
crayons
Activity one: Making Uncle Buncle hooks
1. Read the story with your child. Point out that in the story, the niece and nephew
counted things that Uncle Buncle had. But the most important thing at Uncle Buncle's
house was Uncle Buncle.
2. Look around your own house. Find out if you have seven of one thing at your house,
then six of another thing, etc. Make a list as you go. Some examples you may look for
are beds, lights, stuffed animals, pillows, toys, or toilets. (Be silly!)
3. Find the little books, pencil, and crayons in the packet. Have your child illustrate the
items that you chose from your house. Check that the picture goes on the appropriate
page with the right number, for example, "There are 7
at our house." Have
your child color the pictures, and you can help with writing if needed. Your child could
use his/her own spelling too! Remember to write your child's name as the illustrator of
the book!
4. Tbe book can be kept at home or brought to school to share.
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But there is only one
me at my housel

My House

By_====
..........
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There are 3 - - - in my house.

There are 6 - - - in my house.

WHAT IS A HUGGLES?
by Joy Cowley

Packet includes:
book
Huggles cards
Activity one: Plqy the huggles card game

1. Read the story with your child. Does your child think that a huggles is nice? Ask
him/her why or why not.
2. Find the game cards in the packet. Each animal with a huggles on it has a matching
card. There is one animal with no huggles on it. The game is played with two to four
people. All of the cards need to be dealt, so none are leftover.
3. Start the game. If a player has a matching set of cards, they may be placed face up on
the table. One player goes first and draws a card from another player. The object of the
game is to get all your cards matched and on the table without having the "no huggles"
card. The person left with the "no huggles" card loses.
4. Play again if you like. Have fun!

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE
by Maurice Sendak

Packet includes:
book
pencil
paper for drawing
clay or playdough

Materials needed:
table to work on

Activity one: Create wild things
1. Read the story with your child. Go back and look at the pictures of the wild things.
Some of them have characteristics of many animals, such as bird feet, rhino horns, etc.
2. Find the clay or playdough in the packet. Find a clean table that can get clay or dough
on it, and maybe under it (just in case). Take out the clay and start creating your own
wild things. Talk with your child about what the wild things might look like. They are
pretend creatures, so they can look however you want them to look.
3. When done sculpting the wild things, clear a place (if your child wants to do this part)
and put the paper and pencil out to draw the wild thing. Then when the clay is put away,
he/she will still have a reproduction of the wild thing that was made.
4. The picture can be displayed at home or brought to school to share. Please put ALL
the clay or dough back in the container and packet immediately after play so that it
will be good for the next person to use.

ANTARTIDA
by Helen Cowcher
Packet includes:
book
folder game
five game markers
game cards
Activity One: Antartida Game
1. Read the story with your child. Locate the game board and pieces in the packet. Up
to three people can play. Have everyone pick a playing piece. Put them on start. Place
cards face UP next to game board.
2. The object of the game is to be the first one to get to Antarctica. There are three
routes to choose from, each is the same length. The first person picks a card, reads it,
and answers the question. The questions are about the story "Antarctica". The answers
are on the back. Some questions may have more than one correct answer. If the player
answers right, he/she can move one space. Then it is the next player's turn. If the player
answers wrong, they stay there and it is the next person's turn.
3. Continue answering questions and moving until someone reaches the starred ice block
on Antarctica. The first person to reach it is the winner.

**

Remember, your child may need you to read the card for him/her.

4. Please make sure all game pieces and cards are back in the packet for the next person
to use. Thank you!

,

ANTARTIDA
Por Helen Cowcher
El paquete incluye:
Libro
Cartulina de J uego
Cinco Marcadores para el J uego
Tarjetas de Jugar
Actividad Primera: El ,Juego de Antartida

1.

Leele el cuento a tu niiio. Encuentra la cartulina de! juego y las piezas para jugar.
Todos los jugadores agarran una pieza para ju gar. P6nganlas en el lugar de salida.
P6nga las tarjetas boca arriba sobre la cartulina de\ juego.

2.

El objeto de! juego es el lie gar primero a la Antartida. Hay tres rutas. Cada una
tiene la misma distancia. La primera persona obtiene una tarjeta. la lee y
contesta la pregunta. Las preguntas estan relaceonadas al cuento de la
"Antartida". Las respuestas estan en la parte de atras de las tarjetas. Algunas de
Ills preguntas tienen mas de una respuesta. Si el jugador contesta correctamente,
Este avanza un espacio. Despues le tocajugar a otro. Si el otro jugador no
contesta correctamente, no se mueve y le toca el turno a otra persona.

3.

Signe contestando preguntas y avanzando hasta que alquien llegue al cubo de
hielo con una estrella que es la Antartida. El primero que \legue, gana.

4.

Guarde todas las piezas deljuego en su caja. jGracias!

DE QUIEN ES ESTE SOMBRERO?
by Cecilia Avalos

Packet includes:
book
pencil
matching worksheet(# l)
vocabulary word cards (#2)
paper for drawing (#3)
Activity One: Matching worksheet
I. Read story to your child. Find the matching worksheet and the pencil in the packet.
2. Help your child read the sentences by looking at the sounds in the words. He/she
could also match the sentences on the worksheet to the page in the book, and then find
the picture to go with it. After reading the sentence, have your child draw a line to the
picture that it matches.
3. Your child can bring the worksheet to school to share with the teacher.

Activity Two: Vocabulmy wordY
I. Read story with your child. Find vocabulary word cards in packet.
2. You could use the cards as flash cards and drill your child on what they say. You
could also have your child use the word in a sentence. A third thing to do is to practice
spelling the words.
3. There are two cards of each word in the set. You could play a matching game with
your child by placing all of the words right side up and letting him/her find the two that
match. You could place them all face down on the table and play the memory game.
Your child would lift up two cards. If they match, he/she gets to keep those cards and
have another turn. If they don't match, he/she places them back down. Then it is your
turn to do the same. Take turns until all the cards are drawn. The person with the most
cards at the end wins the game.

Activity Vzree: List and draw other types o(hais
1. Read the story with your child. Together, think of other types of hats that were not in
the book. You could also think of what hats you have at home.

2. Using the paper and pencil in the packet, make a list of all the types of hats you
thought of.
3. Your child could draw some hats on the paper provided. This could be brought back
to school to share. Real hats from your home could also be brought to school to share.

,

De Quien Es Este Sombrero?
Por Cecilia Avalos

El paquete incluye:
Libra
Llpiz
Hoja de trabajo para emparejar con el libro (#1)
Tarjeta de vacabulario de palabras (#2)
Pape! para dibujar
Actividad Primera: Hoja de Trabajo para Emparejar

I.

Leele el cuento a tu nifio. Encuentra la hoja de trabajo emparejada, y un lapiz en
el paquete.

2.

Ayuda a tu nifio a leer las frases haciendo que mire los sonidos en las palabras. El
tambien podrfa emparejar las frases en la hoja de trabajo con las de las pagina en
el libro y entonces encuentras la foto que corresponda. Depues de leer la frase,
haz que el nifio trace una linea apuntando a la foto que corresponda.

3.

Tu nifio puede llevar el trabajo a la escuela para compartirlo con el maestro.

Actividad Segunda: Vocabulario de Palabras:
1.

Leele el cuento a tu nifio. Encuentre las tarjetas de! vacabulario en el paquete.

2.

Pudes usar las tarjetas de! vocabulario se las ensefias a tu nifio y practicas con tu
nifio lo que dicen. Tambien puedes decirle a tu nifio que use la palabra para
hacer una frase. Lo tercero que puedes hacer es el practicar en deletrear las
palabras.

3.

Hoy dos tarjetas por cada palabra en el paquete. Puedes pretender un juego
emparejando todos las palabras y dejando que tu nifio escaja las dos palabras
identicas.
Tambien puedes poner las tarjetas boca abajo en las mesa y practicas el juego de
memoria. Tu nifio levantaria dos tarjetas. Si son iguales el nifio las guarda y
juega otra vez. Si no son iguales, las pone boca abajo otra vez. Despues te toca el
turno a tf. Tomen turnos hasta que todas las tarjetas se hoyan usado. La persona
que terrnine con las mayoria de las tarjetas, gana el juego.

i
Actividad tercera: Enumera v Dibuja Otros Tipos de Sombreros
1.

Lee el cuento con tu nifio. Juntos, Piensen sobre otras clases de sombreros que no
encontraron en el libro. Tambien pudes pensar sobre los sombreros que tienes en
tu casa.

2.

Usando el papel y lapiz en el paquete, haces una lista de todos los sombreros que
pensastes.

3.

Tu nifio podrfa dibujar algunos de los sombreros en el papel. Este papel se podrfa
llevar a la escuela para ser compartido. Sombreros de la casa podrfan ser llevados
a la escuela para ser compartidos.

.-----------_,&.;----------·
DE QUIEN ES ESTE

SOMBRERO?
Dibuja una linea de la frase al cuadro.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

RAINBOW FISH

by Marcus Pfister
Packet includes:
book
rainbow fish folder game
playing pieces
game cards
Activity One: Rainbow fish game
1. Read story to your child. Locate the gameboard, playing pieces, and cards in the
packet. Pick game pieces and place playing cards face down.

2. The object of the game is to make it to the rainbow fish first. The cards have addition
or subtraction problems on them. The answer to the problem tells each player how many
spaces to go.
3. The first person picks a card. He/she must figure out the answer and move that many
spaces. Your child may need help figuring out the answer. Then it's the next player's
turn. Keep playing until someone reaches the rainbow fish.

** An alternate way of playing is to move forward on addition problems and
move backward on subtraction problems. This could make the game longer.
4. Please remember to put all playing pieces in packet for the next person to use.

(

PEZ ARCOIRIS
Por Marcus Pfister
El paquete incluye:
Libro
El Juego de! Pescado
Piezas de! Juego
Tarjetas de Jugar
Actividad Primera: El .luego de la Trueba Arcoiris

1.

Leele el cuento a tu nifio. Encuentra la cartulina de! juego, las piezas para jugar y
las tarjetas en el paquete. Agarras las piezas de! juego y pones las tarjetas boca
abajo.

2.

El objeto de! juego es el llegar al pescado arcoiris primero que nadie. Las tarjetas
tienen problemas de sumar y restar en su superficie. La soluci6n de! problema le
dice al jugador cuantos espacios puede avanzar.

3.

La primera persona escaje una tarjeta. El puede adivinar la respuesta y avanzar
unos espacios. Tu nifio quizas necesite ayuda en encontrar la respuesta. Despues
le to.c~ el tumo a otro jugador. Signe jugando hasta que alguien llegue al pescado
arcoms.
**Otra manera de jugar es el avanzar con los problemas de sumar y moverse para
atras con el problema de restar. Esto demorara el juego.

4.

Acuerdate de poner todas las piezas de! juego en el paquete cuando acabes.

EL DIA DE MIRANDA PARA BAILAR

(

by Jackie Jasin a Schaefer

Packet includes:
book
cube papers
pencil
crayons
sample cube
scissors
Activity One: Story cube
1. Read the story with your child. See if he/she can find the patterns of the days of the
week and that Miranda gets one fruit, then two, then three, etc.

2. Find the story cube papers in the packet. Cut around the cube on the thick line. Find
the square that has "lunes" written on it. Have your child draw a picture of what fruit
Miranda received and which animal gave it to her. Do the same on the rest of the squares
that have days of the week on them.
3. On the other side of the paper, have your child draw a picture of Miranda dancing or
of Miranda's hat.
4. Fold the paper on the lines to make a cube. (Look at sample cube in packet). When
cube is folded and tabs are tucked in, your child can tell the story of Miranda to you by
using the cube. At the end, he/she will have to open up the cube to show what Miranda
did with all the fruit.
5. The cube can be brought to school to be shared.

,

EL DIA DE MIRANDA PARA BAILAR

(

Por Jackie Jasina Schaefer
El paquete incluye:
Libro
Cubos de Pape!
Llpiz
Creyones
Un cubo de muestra
Actividad Primera: El Cubo del Cuento:
1.

Lee le el cuento a tu nifio. Averigua si el nifio puede encontrar el disefio de los
dias de la semana y que Miranda tenga una fruta, despues dos, despues tres etc.

2.

Busca los papeles para hacer el cubo en el paquete. Corta abrededor de! cubo
seguiendo la lfnea gruesa. Encuentra el cuadrado que tiene "Junes" escrito. Haz
que el nifio dibuje la imagen de la fruta que Miranda recibi6 y el de! animal que se
la di6. Haz lo mismo con el resto de los cuadrados que tienen los dias de la
semana escritos.

3.

En el otro !ado de! papel, haz que tu nifio dibuje la imagen de Miranda bailando o
de! sombrero de Miranda.

4.

Dobias el papel por las lfneas para hacer el cubo. (Mira al cubo de muestra en el
paquete.) Cuando el cubo ya este plegado y las lenguetas ya esten adentro, tu
nifio ya puede hacerte el cuento de Miranda usando el cubo. Al final el nifio
tendra que abrir el cubo para saber lo que Miranda hizo con todas las frutas.

5.

Puedes llevar el cubo a la escuela para compartirlo.
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UNCLE BUNCLE'S HOUSE
by Joy Cowley
Packet includes:
book
pencil
little books
crayons
Activity one: Making Uncle Buncle books

1. Read the story with your child. Point out that in the story, the niece and nephew
counted things that Uncle Buncle had. But the most important thing at Uncle Buncle's
house was Uncle Buncle.
2. Look around your own house. Find out if you have seven of one thing at your house,
then six of another thing, etc. Make a list as you go. Some examples you may look for
are beds, lights, stuffed animals, pillows, toys, or toilets. (Be silly!)
3. Find the little books, pencil, and crayons in the packet. Have your child illustrate the
items that you chose from your house. Check that the picture goes on the appropriate
page with the right number, for example, "There are 7
at our house." Have
your child color the pictures, and you can help with writing if needed. Your child could
use his/her own spelling too! Remember to write your child's name as the illustrator of
the book!
4. The book can be kept at home or brought to school to share.

,

,

LA CASA DE TIO TOTIO

{

Por Joy Cowley
El paquete incluye:
Libra
Llpiz
Libritos
Creyones
Actividad Primera: Haciendo los Libros de Tio Totio
1.

Leele el cuento al nifto. Le indicas que en el cuento el sobrino y la sobrina de Tfo
Totfo contaron cosas que Tfo Totfo tenia. Pero la cosa mas importante en la
casa de Tfo Totfa era Tfo Totfo.

2.

Mira abrededor tuyo en tu casa. Encuentra siete objetos iguales en las casa.
despues seis y asi sigues. Haces una lista. Porejemplo lo que puedes contar son:
camas, lamparas almohadas, juguetes, etc.

3.

Encuentra los libritos, lapiz y creyones en el paquete. Haz que el nifio dibuje los
objetos que escogistes en la casa. Tienes que estar segura que los objetos los vas
a poner en la pagina apropiada con el nombre apropiado. Por ejemploy "Hay 7
_ _ en nuestra casa." Haz que el nifio coloree los objetos y tu puedes
ayudarlo con la escritura si lo necesita. Tu nifio puede deletrear las palabras
tambien. Acuerdate de escribir el nombre de tu nifio como el autor del libro.

4.

Puedes guardar el libro en tu casa o llevarlo a la escuela.

Hay 7 _ _ _ _ __
•

en n11 casa.

Hay 2 _ _ _ __
•

en m1 casa.
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Hay 3 _ _ _ _ __
•
en m, casa.

Hay 6 _ _ _ __
en m,• casa.
~c''

Hay 5 _ _ _ _ __
en m1 casa.
•

Hay 4 _ _ _ __
en m1 casa.
•

LA CUCARACHA CORRELONA
by Cecilia Avalos
Packet includes:
book
sound wheel papers (# 1)
paper fasteners (#I)
paper for story writing (#2), or map (#3)
pencil
crayons
Activi(;y One: La cucaracha correlona running sound wheel

I. Read story to your child. Find the sound wheel papers (there are two) in the packet.
Have your child color and cut out the cucaracha and the sound wheel.
2. Put the sound wheel under the cucaracha wheel and fasten with a paper fastener in
the middle.
3. Your child can move the wheel and say the sound of the letter in the window.

(
Activity Two: Write your own cucaracha story

I. Read the story with your child. Ask your child what the story would be like if you
changed it. For example, "What if cucaracha liked to ride a bicycle instead? How would
he/she write the story then?" Or, " Where else could cucaracha run to?"
2. Give your child some paper, crayons and pencil from the packet. Have him/her draw
pictures of the new story that he/she is writing. (You can use the questions from # I to
start a new story).
3. You or your child can write the words to the new story.
4. Take a page and make a cover. Remember to write your child's name as the author of
the book!
5. Send the book to school to share.

(

Activity Three: Mapping

I. Read the story to your child. Ask your child, "If cucaracha went to school, how could
we tell her how to run to our house from school?" Help your child with telling directions
from the school to your house.
2. Using the paper and pencil from the packet, draw a map with your child. Start at the
school, and draw the way that cucaracha would run to get to your house. If you can,
write street names and your address. This will help your child with learning your
address.
3. Allow your child to color it if he/she wants to. Send it to school to share.

(

LA CUCARACHA CORRELONA
Por Cecilia Avalos

El paquete incluye:
Libro
Rueda de los sonidos hecha de papel (# 1)
Presillas (# 1)
Pape! para escribir el cuento (#2) o un mapa (#3)
Lapiz
Creyones
Actividad Primera: La Cucaracha Correlona Corriendo Alrededor de la Rueda de
Sonidos
1.

Leele el cuento al nifio. Busca los pape!es de la rueda de sonidos (hay dos en el
paquete). Haz que el nifio coloree y corte la silueta de la cucaracha y la rueda de
sonidos.

2.

Pon la rueda de sonido debajo de la rueda de la cucaracha y aseguralo con una
presilla en el centro.

3.

Tu nifio puede girar la rueda y pronunciar el sonido de la letra en la ventana.

Actividad Segunda: Escribe el Cuento de la Cucaracha
1.

Lee el cuento con tu nifio. Preguntale a tu nifio como seria el cuento si tu lo
cambiases. Por ejemplo "Que sucederia si la cucaracha decidiese a montar la
bicicleta en lugar de lo que el cuento dice?" Entonces como el nifio escribiria el
cuento? 0, "Hacia donde la cucaracha podria correr?"

2.

Dale al nifio, papel, creyones y un lapiz de! paquete. Le dices que dibuje figuras
de! cuento nuevo que el esta escribiendo. (Puedes usar preguntas de #1 para
empezar el cuento nuevo ).

3.

Tu o el nifio pueden escri bir las palabras de! cuento nuevo.

4.

Toma una pagina para hacer la cubierta de! libro. jAcuerdate de escribir el
nombre de tu nifio como el autor de] libro!

5.

Envia el Ii bro a la escuela para ser compartido.

Actividad Tercera: Trazando el Mapa

(

I.

Leele el cuento a tu nifio. Preguntale a tu nifio, "Si la cucaracha fue a la escuela,
como le dirfamos que corriera de la escuela a nuestra casa?" Ayuda a tu niilo
diciendole la direcci6n de la escuela a tu casa.

2.

Usando papel y lapiz de! paquete, traza un mapa con tu nifio. Empieza en la
escuela y traza la ruta que la cucaracha deberfa de tomar para llegar a tu casa. Si
puedes, escribe los nombres de las calles y tu direcci6n. Esto le ayudani a tu nifio
el aprender tu direcci6n.

3.

Deja que el nifio, coloree el mapa si el quiere. Envfa el mapa a la escuela para
compartirlo.

--

•

(

LA TORTILLERIA

(
by Gary Paulsen
Packet includes:
book
pencil
worksheet to sequence story (#I)
letter and word cards (#2)
Activity One: Story sequencing
I. Read the story with your child. Find the worksheet and pencil in the packet.

2. Look at the pictures on the worksheet. Show your child the small boxes next to the
pictures. Together, find the picture that shows what happened first in the story "La
tortilleria". Write the number one in the box next to that picture.
3. Find the picture that shows what happened second, third, and last in the story. Write a
2, 3, or 4 in the correct box.
4. Have your child bring the sheet to school to share.

Activity Two: Matching sounds and word~
I. Read the story with your child. Find the word and letter cards in the packet. Put the
cards face down in a pile or spread them out on a table.

2. Have your child pick a card. Read it together, or have your child read the sound or
word to you. Your child will look through the book to find the same word or letter that is
written on the card. For example, if the card says "maiz", then your child will look
through the book to find the word "maiz".
3. When done playing the matching game, return the cards to the packet.

Activity l'lzree: Tortilla directions

I. Read the story with your child. If you make tortillas, write down the steps you do to
make them. Send them to school for your child to share.
2. Better yet, you could make some tortillas to bring to school I! (The teacher would
love this!) Or if you are willing, you could come to school and make tortillas with our
class. Just call to let us know a good time for you to come in.

LA TORTILLERIA
Por Gary Paulsen

El paquete incluye:
Libro
Lapiz
Pape! de trabajo para secuenciar el cuento (#1)
Tarjeta de letras y palabras (#2)
Actividad Primera: Secuenciando el Cuento
I.

Leele el cuento a tu niiio. Encuentra el papel de trabajo y el lapiz en el paquete.

2.

Mira las fotos en el papel de trabajo. Enseiiale a tu niiio los cuadrados pequeiios
al !ado de las fotos. Junto con tu niiio, encuentra la foto que enseiia lo que
primeramente sucedi6 en el cuento "La Tortillerfare. Escribe el numero uno en el
cuadrado al !ado de la foto.

3.

Encuentra la foto que enseiia lo que sucedi6 segundamente, terceramente y por
ultimo en el cuento. Escribe el numero 2, 3 o 4 en elcuadrado apropiado.

4.

Envfa la pagina a la escuela con tu niiio.

Actividad Segunda: Emparejando Sonidos v Palabras
I.

Lee El cuento con tu niiio. Busca las tarjetas de palabras y letras en el paquete.
Pon las tarjetas boca abajo en un mont6n o desparramalas sobre la mesa.

2.

Deja que tu niiio escoja una tarjeta. Leanla juntas o deja que el niiio te lea el
sonido o la palabra. Tu niiio hojeara el libro y encontrara la palabra o letra escrita
en la tarjeta. Por ejemplo si la tarjeta dice "maiz" entonces tu niiio hojeara el
libro hasta que encuentre la palabra "maiz".

3.

Cuando has acabado el juego de emparejar sonidos y letras pones las tarjetas en el
paquete.

Actividad Tercera: Direcciones para Hacer Tortillas
1.

Lee el cuento con tu niiio. Si haces las tortillas. escribe las pasos que debes de
tomar para hacerlas. Envfalas a la escuela contu niiio para compartirlas.

2.

jTodovfa mejor, tu niiio pudiera hacer unas tortillas y las llevas a la escuela! (jEl
maestro le agradarfa esto!) 0 si prefieres, tu podrfas ir a la escuela y hacer las
tortillas con la clase. Solamente nos dejas saber de antemano la hara en que
vendras a la cscucla.

La Torti Iler1a

...t"'ftJtJtftJtftJtftftftftftftftf~
Escribe en el cuadro el numero que dice que paso primero, segundo,
tercero, y cuarto.

(

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

MEGUSTAN
por Cecilia Avalos
Activity One: Makin'{ pattern books
Packet includes:
Book
Pencil
Crayons
Paper for books and covers

1. Read book and talk about things that your child likes.
2. Have your child draw pictures of things that he/she likes. For the written part, you or
your child can write the name of the pictures.
3. Put on the cover of the book. Remember to write your child's name as the author of
the book! Your child can bring the book to school to share!

MEGUSTAN
por Cecilia Avalos

t

El paquete incluye:
Libra
Lapiz
Creyones
Pape! para los libros y sus cubiertas

Actividad Primera: Diseiiando Libros
1.

Lee el libro y habla sobre temas que a tu niiio le gustan.

2.

Deja que el niiio dibuje cosas que le guste. Para la parte escrita tu o tu niiio
pueden escribir el nombre de las fotograffas.

3.

Le pones la cubierta al libro. jAcuerdate de escribir el nombre de! niiio como el
autor de! libro! jTU niiio puede traer el libro a la escuela y compartirlo!

I

Me Gustan1
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MI CASA
by Cecilia Avalos

(

Packet includes:
book
matching worksheet (activity one)
pencil
paper for book making (activity two)

Materials needed:
family photos (optional)

Activit;y One: Matching worksheet

1. Read story with your child. Ask your child to find the page that has the mother on it.
Continue asking him/her to find the family members in the book that you ask for. On
each page, show the words that tell who lives in the house. This will help him/her on the
worksheet.
2. Give your child the worksheet from the packet. They are to read the sentence and
draw a line to the picture that matches. You may need to help your child with the
reading by telling him/her to look at the first sound of the word.
3. Your child can bring the paper back to school to share with the teacher.

Activity Two: Make your own "Mi casa" books.
1. Read story with your child. Have your child draw a picture of the people who live in
your home. He/she can draw them all on one page or draw one person on each page to
make a book. Their names can be added just like in the original story.

2. If you have pictures of family that you would like to put in the book, your child could
tape the pictures on each page, or add one page with a whole family picture on it.
3. Take one page and make a cover by having your child draw your home. Remember to
write your child's name as the author of the book!
4. Your child can bring the book to school to be stapled and shared.

(

(

MI CASA
POR CECILIA AVALOS

El paquete incluye:
Materiales necesarios:
Li bro
Fotograffas de familia (opcional)
Pape! de trabajo duplicado (Actividad Primera)
Llpiz
Pape! para fabricar el libro (Actividad Segunda)

Actividad Primera: Emparejando el Pape! de Trabajo
I.

Lee el cuento a tu nifio. Preguntale al nifio que encuentre la pagina que tiene la
madre. Sfguele preguntandole al nifio que encuentre a los miembros de la
familia en el libro sefialado. En cada pagina le ensefias las palabras que dicen
quien vive en la casa. Esto ayudara al nifio con el papel de trabajo.

2.

Dale el papel de trabajo al nifio. El debera leer la frase y hara una lfnea en el
papel indicando la foto que corresponda. Quizas tendras que ayudar al nifio con la
lectura dicfendole a el que mire al primer sonido de la palabra.

3.

Tu nifio puede traer el papel a la escuela y compartirlo con el maestro.

Actividad Segunda: Haciendo tu Libro "Mi Casa":
1.

Lee el cuento con tu nifio. Tu nifio puede dibujar a las personas que viven en tu
casa. El nifio puede dibujarlos a todos en una pagina o dibujar una persona en
cada pagina de! libro que esta hacienda. Los nombres de ellos pueden ser
afiadidos coma en el cuento original.

2.

Si tienes fotos de la familia que quisieras poner en el libro tu nifio puede pegar las
fotos en cada pagina o puede anadir una pagina con la foto de la familia.

3.

Toma una pagina y la conviertes en una cubierta de! libro diciendole al nifio que
dibuje tu casa. iAcuerdate de escribir el nombre de! nifio coma el autor del libro!

4.

Tu nifio puede traer el libro a la escuela para ser pegado y compartido.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

PINAT AS, PINAT AS
by Cecilia Avalos
Activity One: Drawing a pinata
Packet includes:
Book
Pencil
Crayons
Paper for drawing
1. Read story with your child. Talk about his/her favorite pinata in the story.

2. If your child has ever seen a pinata, he/she could draw a picture of it on the paper in
the packet. If your child has never seen a pinata or if he/she wishes, he/she could design
a pinata of his/her choice and draw a picture of it on the paper provided. Color can be
added.
3. If you have a family story about a pinata, you could write about it on the back of the
picture or on another piece of paper and send it to school to share.

Activity Two: Making a pinata
Kit includes:

Materials needed:
newspaper
tissue paper
flour/water paste
container for paste
forms from tagboard or
balloons
aluminum foil?
tape for forms

(If you know how to make your own pinata, use your own design and instructions. These
instructions are not from expert pinata-makers. This activity is messy and takes a few
days.)

I. Create a form for the pinata, such as a star or animal form. Tape the pieces together.
2. Make a paste from flour and water. Tear lots of newspaper into strips. Dip the strips
into the paste and push excess off with fingers. (This part is messy, but fun!) Stick the
strips onto the form, smoothing them out. When the whole pinata is covered with
newspaper strips, allow it to dry. This will take a few hours.

3. Repeat step two about three more times, until the pinata is strong.
4. Cut the tissue paper into strips. Wrap the tissue around the pinata in a way that you
like. This is for color. The tissue may be cut to make a fringed look, and then wrapped
around the pinata. Aluminum foil may be added also. This can be glued on to pinata.
5. Allow to dry. Your pinata is finished!

Pifiatas, Pifiatas
por Cecilia Avalos

El paquete incluye:
Libro
Llpiz
Creyones
Pape! de dibujar
Actividad Primera: Dibujando Una Pifiata

I.

Leele el curento a tu nifio. Habla sobre su pifiata favorita en el cuento.

2.

Si tu nifio ha visto una pifiata, el podrfa di bujar la fotografia de la pifiata en el
papel de! paquete. Si tu nifio nunca ha visto una pifiata. El la podria disefiar y
dibujarla en el papel provefdo. Tambien el puede colorearla.

3.

Si tienes un cuento de familia sobre una pifiata, tu podieras escribir sobre eso en la
parte de atras de la foto o en otro pedazo de papel y lo puedes enviarlo a la
escuela para ser compartido.

Actividad Segnnda: Fabricando la Pifiata

El paquete incluye:

Materiales necesarios:
Pape! de peri6dico
Pape! de cebolla
Pasta de harina (con agua)
Contenedor para la pasta
Ba!ones o moldes
Pape! de aluminio
Cinta adhesiva para los moldes

(Si sabes fabricar la pifiata usa tu disefio e instrucciones. Estas instrucciones no vienen de
expertos en hacer pifiatas. Esta Actividad es sucia y toma varios dfas.)
1.

Fabrica la forma de la pinata como por ejemplo una estrella o la forma de un
animal. Pega las partes todas juntas.

2.

Haces la pasta con harina y agua. Corta bastantes peri6dicos en tiras. Engomas
las tiras de papel con la pasta y limpias el exceso con tus dedos. (jEsta parte es
sucia pero divertida!) Pega las tiras de papel en la forma. Cuando la pifiata esta
toda cubierta con tiras de peri6dico, dejala gue se segue. Esto tomara unas horas.

3.

Repite el proceso anterior como tres veces mas hasta gue la pifiata este fuerte.

4.

Carta el papel de cebolla en tiras. Lo envuelves alrededor de la pifiata de la
manera gue gustes. Tambien puedes cortar el papel en flecos y lo envuelves en la
pifiata. El papel de aluminio puede usaarse tambien. Lo puedes pegarselo a la
pifiata.

5.

Deja gue se segue todo.

jLa

pifiata esta ya hecha!

REDONDA Y REDONDO
by Cecilia Avalos

Packet includes:
book
pencil
crayons
paper for book-making

Activity One: Making round books
1. Read story with your child. How many other things can you think of that are round?
2. Using paper and pencil from packet, you and your child can draw and write things that
are round. For example: buttons, wheels, pupil of your eye. Make as many pages as
you want. Make a cover from one of the pages. Remember to write your child's name as
the author of the book!
3. Have your child bring the book to school to be stapled and shared.

REDONDA Y REDONDO
Por Cecilia Avalos

El paquete incluye:
Libro
Llpiz
Creyones
Pape! para fabricar el libro
Actividad Primera: Haciendo Libros Redondos

I.

Leele un cuento a tu nifio . Cuantos objetos te vienen a la mente que son
redondos?

2.

Obtienes papel y lapiz de! paquete. Tuy tu nifio pueden dibujar y nombrar objetos
que son redondos. Por ejemplo: botones, ruedas, la pupila de tus ojos. Haces
tantas paginas como desees. Haz una cubierta para el Ii bro con una de las
paginas. jAcuerdate de escribir el nombre de! nifio como el autor de! libro!

3.

Tu nifio puede llevar el libro a la escuela para ser pegado y ser compartido.

LAORUGAAMBRIENTA
Por Eric Carle
El paguete incl uye:
Libra
Llpiz
Libritos de Pape!
Lapices de Colores
Pape] de la Oruga
Tijeras
Actividad Primera: Haciendo el Libro de la Oruga
1.

Leele el cuento al niiio. Reiee el cuento y estudias las cosas que la oruga come.
Preguntale a tu niiio que otras cosas la oruga podrfa comer.

2.

Encuentra en el paquete proveido ios libros de papely lapiz. Haz que el niiio
dibuje las comidas en las paginas. Mira al fin de la pagina las ciases de alimentos
que la oruga comera, por ejemplo "El miercoles la oruga comi6 sobre 3
_ _ _ _. " Haz que el niiio coloree las figuras.

3.

Encuentra los papeles de la oruga en el paquete. Haz que el niiio coloree y corte
el trazado de una oruga. Cuando lean el libro el niiio/niiia puede arrastrar la oruga
atraves de los dibujos. Si quieres hacerlo todavfa mejor podrfas hacer un hoyo en
uno de los dibujos y pasar la oruga atravees del hoyo. jAcuerdate de escribir el
nombre de tu niiio como el autor de! libro!

4.

El libro lo puedes llevar a la escuela para compartirlo o dejarlo en la casa.

THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR
by Eric Carle

Packet includes:
book
pencil
small paper books
colored pencils
caterpillar paper
scissors
Activity one: Making caterpillar hooks
1. Read the story with your child. Go back through the story and look at the things that
the caterpillar eats. Ask your child what else the caterpillar might eat.
2. Find the paper books and pencil in the packet. Have your child draw their own foods
on the pages. Look at the bottom of the page to find out how many things the caterpillar
will be eating, for example, "On Wednesday, he ate through 3
." Have your
child color the pictures.
3. Find the caterpillar papers in the packet. Have your child color and cut out one
caterpillar. When reading the book, he/she can move the caterpillar over the pictures. If
you want to be really clever, you could try to cut a hole through the pictures in the book
for the caterpillar to go through. Remember to write your child's name as the author of
the book!
4. The book can be kept at home or brought to school for sharing.

La Oruga Muy
Hambrienta

era una hermosa mariposa!

~

Por - - - - - - -

/

Un domingo por la manana, del
huevecillo una oruga pequenita y
muy hambrienta sali6.

Se construyo un capullo alrededor
de el. Se qued6 adentro por dos
semanas. Luego mordisque6 un
hoyo en el capullo, se salio a
empuJones y ...

El di'a siguiente fue Domingo otra
vez. La oruga se comi6 una hoja
verde buena y despues se sintio
mucho mejor.

En lunes, se comio a traves de un
/
Pero todav1a ten1a
hambre.
,/

'--J

/

/

El martes se com10 a traves de dos
/
/
Pero todav1a ten1a
hambre.

un
un

, un _ _ _ __
, y un
/
_
Esa noche ten1a ur
dolor de estomago.
/

/

/

El sabado se com10
un _ _ _ __ un _ _ _ _ _ :
un - - - - ' un ______,

de
El miercoles se comic a traves
/
tres _ _ _ __
Pero todav1a
tenfa hambre.

El jueves se comic a traves de
/
cuatro
. Pero todov1a
I
ten1a hambre.

El Viernes se com(o a traves de
c1nco
. Pero todov1a
/
ten,a hambre.
,/

(
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UN ARBOL ES HERMOSO

by Janice May Udry
Packet includes:
book
paper
watercolors
pencil

Materials needed:
cup or glass
water

Activitv
. One: Watercolor tree pictures

1. Read the story with your child. Look back at the pictures of the different trees. Talk
about the seasons of the year and what the tree looks like in the spring, summer, winter,
and falL
2. Give your child the watercolors, paper, and pencil from the packet Get a cup or glass
and fill it half full with water.
3. Let your child watercolor his/her own picture with trees and other things. He/she may
want to draw a picture first with a pencil - this is optional. Remind your child that when
using watercolors, he/she needs to dip the brush in the water, catch the drips on the side
of the glass, and then put the brush in the color. Each time he/she changes color, the
brush must be rinsed in the water cup.
4. Because the watercolors will be used by many children, please limit the picturemaking to three pictures. Also remember to clean up the watercolor box before
putting it back in the packet. This will keep it nice for the next student.
5. The pictures could be hung up at home or brought to school to share first, and then

taken home.

(

UN A.RBOL ES HERMOSO
Por Janice May Udry
El paquete incl uye:
Libra
Pape!
Acuarela
Ll.piz

Materiales que se necesitan:
Un vaso
Agua

Actividad Primera: Dibujo de un Arbo! en Acuarela
l.

Le lees el cuento a su niiio. Observa los dibujos de diferentes iirboles. Habla
sabre a las cuatro estaciones de! aiio y coma el iirbol aparece en la
primavera. verano, otoiio e inviemo.

2.

Le diis al niiio su acuarela, papel y liipiz. Llena el vaso con agua.

3.

Deja que el niiio acuarele su paisaje con iirboles y otras cosas. El niiio quiz/is
quiera dibujar el iirbol con un lapiz primeramente. Esto es opcional. Recuerdale a
tu niiio que cuando use su acuarela, el tiene que mojar su pince! y tener cuidado
de que no gotee afuera de! vaso. Depues puede poner el pince! en el color. Cada
vez que cambie de colores, el pince! debe de ser lavado en el agua de! vaso.

4.

La acuarela va a ser compartida por varios niiios, asi que limite su uso a tres
dibujos por niiio. Tambien acuerdate de limpiar la caja de la acuarela antes
de guardarla en el paquete.

5.

Los dibujos los puedes llevar a la escuela para ser compartidos o los puedes
colgar en la pared de tu casa.

GOING ON A BEAR HUNT
by Michael Rosen

Packet includes:
book
paper
pencil
Activity One: Adding more to rhe story
l. Read the story with your child. If your child knows the hand movements that go with
the sounds and actions in the story, have him/her teach you the movements. If not,
together you could create your own actions to the story.
2. Ask your child what other things you could go through on your way to the cave.
Together you can think of things such as a tornado, a frozen lake to skate over, a huge log
to climb over, etc. Create movements to go with them, such as spinning a circle for the
tornado, pretending to skate, etc.
3. Or...you could make up your own hunt for another animal, such as a whale, rabbit,
monster, etc. You could create the words and movements. Have your child learn it to
share with the class. Or, you could call the teacher to set up a time to come in and teach
it to our class. Your child would love to have you come and be the teacher'

V AMOS A CAZAR UN OSO

(

Por Michael Rosen

El paquete incluye:
Libra
Pape!
Llpiz
Actividad Primera: Haciendo el Cuento Mas Largo

/

"·

I.

Leele el cuento a tu nifio. Si el nifio sabe de antemano los movimientos de las
manos que corresponden a los sonidos de! cuento, dfle que te los enseiie. Si no lo
sabe, ustedes pueden crearlos a su gusto.

2.

Le preguntas a tu nifio que otras cosas pueden cruzar en camino a la cueva.
Ustedes dos pueden imaginar cosas coma un tornado, un Iago helado para patinar,
saltando sabre un arbol caido, etc. lnventen pantomimas que parezcan bien, coma
un circulo con los brazos imitando el tornado, etc.

3.

O ...... podrias inventar una caceria de otro animal, como una ballena, conejo,
monstrruo, etc. Tu puedes inventar tus propias palabras y los movimientos de las
manos. Cuando el nin6 aprenda el cuento lo puede compartir con la clase, o tu
podrias hacer una cita con el maestro e ir a la clase y compartir el cuento. jTu
nifio le gustara que tu vayas a la escuela y hagas el papel de maestra!

YO PUEDO HACERLO TAMBIEN
by Cecilia Avalos

Packet includes:
book
pencil
paper for book-making
crayons
Activity One: Making books
I. Read the story with your child. Together, think of some things that your child can do.
2. Find the paper, pencil, and crayons in the packet. Have your child draw pictures of
things that he/she can do (one on each page). You or your child can write the words to
go on the pages of the book. The pattern of writing would go like this: "Yo puedo
- - -", "Yo puedo _ _", "Yo puedo _ _ ".
3. Take one page and make a cover for the book. Remember to write your child's name
as the author of the book. This book can be brought to school to share with the class.

Yo Puedo Hacerlo Tambien
Por Cecilia Avalos

El paquete incluye:
Libro
Llpiz
Pape! para hacer el libro
Creyones

Actividad Primera: Haciendo los Libros

I.

Lee el cuento con tu nifio. Juntos, piensen algunas cosas que tu nifio puede hacer.

2.

Encuentra el papel, lapiz y creyones en el paquete. Haz que tu nifio dibuje
imagenes de cosas que el puede dibujar ( una en cada pagina). Tu o tu nifio
pueden escribir las palabras en cada pagina de! Ii bro. La forma del escrito puede
ser asi: "Yo puedo
", "Yo puedo _ _ ", "Yo puedo _ _ ".

3.

Toma una pagina y fabricas la cubierta de! libro. Acuerdate de! escribir el nombre
de tu nifio como el autor de! libro. Este libro se puede llevar a la escuela para ser
compartido.

opend OA

edo

opand OAc

opend OA

opend OA

Yo puedo ___. Yo puedo ___.

